Functionalization of biomaterials and cell to cell communication.
In the field of osseous substitution, the possibilities being offered to the surgeons prove sometimes difficult to apply in particular in the case of great losses of osseous substance. For these reasons, it is necessary to develop innovative techniques to satisfy the request increasing for substitutes and to see appearing on the market solutions combining availability, perenniality and biosecurity of the implants. The implantation of stem cells in a biomaterial opens a way of development of therapeutic substitute. Moreover, in order to optimize the rehabitation of the biomaterials by the cells and the host tissues, the second approach consists in modifying the surface of materials by the coating or the grafting of adhesive factors in order to stimulate their colonization. At least, one cannot consider a tissue mechanism of repair without a better knowledge of the respective role of the various cell populations implied in the rebuilding of this tissue and their cell to cell communication processes.